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WITH LLVM-exception build: @echo ------------------------------------ building test $@ $(FC) $(FFLAGS)

$(SRC)/$(TEST).f90 -o $(TEST).$(EXESUF) $(FC) $(FFLAGS) $(LDFLAGS) $(SRC)/$(TEST).$(EXESUF) -o
$(TEST).$(EXESUF) @echo ------------------------------------ Finished building test $@ EVENT Traveling After
Dark With Artune ■ Event Period Nov. 30, 2016 12:00 a.m. to Dec. 10, 2016 11:59 p.m. (PT) Nov. 30,

2016 8:00 to Dec. 11, 2016 7:59 (UTC) ■ Event Details Beginner and Intermediate, and even
advanced players! Artune is heading abroad for the first time! Get your friends to Level 5 with

“Artune: Across the Globe” Earn a world record for the longest-range Art Rune Strike! Use Rank Up
Medals to increase Artune’s stats! Add the Art Rune Strike to your Keyblade for even more damage!
If you enjoy the HIDIVE app, please take a moment to rate it on the App Store and Google Play Store.

It helps keep the service running for everyone. © 2016 Nintendo. Artune and Art Rune Strike are
trademarks of Nintendo.package test //go:generate bash.go.travis.sh import ( "bytes"
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